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This works fine, but now Id like to explore a real over-the-wire protocol, using the new EmBencode library. The idea is to send messages over the serial line in both directions, with named commands and events going to and from the attached JeeNode or JeeLink. It wont be convenient for manual use, but should simplify things when the host side is a computer running
some software driver for this setup. 58 Expert Programming Mode Procedures This method is designed for use by installers with previous experience in programming ADEMCO control panels. This mode is also used to program wireless keys using pre-defined templates. Start Expert Programming mode by pressing 58 while in Data Programming mode. Confirm 0 = no; 1
= yes; [] to continue This display appears upon entry into this mode. The default is 0 (No). If 1 (Yes) is entered, you will be prompted to confirm each transmitter after entering the serial and loop numbers (at the XMIT TO CONFIRM prompt later). I think I may have cracked the coding problem. The Linux distribution I am using for the communication is called MMAON. It
is based on Debian GNU / Linux. In an attempt to have the code run faster I changed the serial port settings for the Linux machine from 57600 (recommended) to 115200. This seems to have enabled the camera to work well and the alarms and fault finding both work ok. This is without changing the I2C port settings or the JeeNode settings. The serial port settings are

completely separate from each other on the two machines. When I get the BoardBoss version up and running, I will switch the serial settings on the Linux and compare the results with what I have now.
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/* * Which Stream is this? One of "led", "led1", "leds", "sda", "usb" * or "minval" */ Gas Boiler Fault Finding Software Serial Numberl I use the Serial.print() method for sending messages, and the Serial.read() method for receiving. I use a dedicated mainLoop() function on the sketch to monitor the serial line. Anything received comes out in the global data variable. The
sketch gets restarted with a new name every time a new user switches in. If you already have a remote controller, you will be left with the second type of card. The JeeNode sends all necessary communication commands through the connected USB port. The JeeNode controls the valve and the IR emitter through the PC software. But, the JeeNode needs to send

information to the PC about all new cards it detects. The ZV must know if a card is good or not. The ZV sends this information to the host (PC) through an emcodec (eth761). This card is connected over the serial port, and as long as it is connected, the PC is busy sending an emcodec code to this device. When the JeeNode detects a card, it sends the card data to the PC.
The PC software verifies if the card is good or not and updates the database. The PC writes the database and can be used to store any other information in the database to verify if a card is good or not. The PC software is not required as long as the emcodec card is connected and the PC is sending the correct signal. For the complete solution, the PC should be able to

receive signals and have an IR source for sending codes to the emcodec. The PC should also be updated with information from any other cards and/or objects connected to the PC. It can also update the database that the PC is connected to. 5ec8ef588b
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